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Cornell Notes
The Cornell note taking system is a systematic way of formatting and organizing your notes.
How it works:
This is where
I can write
questions,
keywords,
ideas, and
comments

Tip: When reading through
your notes or other materials,
try using the text marking code:
 Number the paragraphs
 Underline main ideas
 Circle key vocabulary
 ? questions that occur to
you

This is where I
take my notes
from texts,
films, lecture…

 * information you need
to remember

During Advocacy or at
home, I should review my
notes and summarize them
here.

Start out by dividing your paper into two columns. In area “A” (see picture) you fill in your
notes as the teacher is speaking or while you are reading your textbook.
When the lecture is finished you fill in your own questions concerning the notes. Comments or
keywords are placed in area “B”.
You can then chose to cover section ‘A’ and ask yourself questions from the left column, this
should be done regularly. Finally in section ‘C’ you write a small summary of the notes.
Further Notes:
During the lecture, write in paragraphs, leaving a line between each new line of thought. Having
your own shorthand mode might be a good idea. Try and stick with the general ideas rather than
illustrative ones. And also try to write as legibly as you possibly can.
http://www.clt.cornell.du/campus/learn/LSC%20Resources/cornellsystem.pdf

Vocabulary Prep
State Reading Assessments often ask you to define a word. Knowing word parts can help you
Prefixes
trans-(across, beyond,
through)
transient
transatlantic
transcontinental
transport
transfer
transfix
translate
transmit
pseudo-(false)
pseudonym
pseudoscience
micro-(small)
microbe
microcosm
microfilm
microorganism
microwave
inter-(between, among)
interdepartmental
interchange
intermittent
international
hyper-(above, beyond,
excessive)
hypersensitive
hypersonic
hypertension
intra-/intro-(inward, within)
intradermal
intramural
intravenous
introduce
introspection
dys-(bad, difficult, abnormal)
dysfunction
dystrophy
dyspeptic
counter-(in an opposite
direction)
counterbalance
counterclockwise
countermeasure
counterproposal
counterpoint

ante-(before)
antecedent
antechamber

antebellum
antedate

judicious
justice

Roots
anthrop (human being)
anthropocentric
anthropology
anthropomorphism
misanthrope
philanthropist

luc/lum (light)
translucent
illumine
luminous
luminescent

belli (war)
antebellum
belligerent
bellicose
brev (short)
abbreviate
brevity
breviary
cred (belief, trust)
incredible
incredulous
credential
credibility
discredit
culpa (guilt)
culpa
culpability
culprit
duc/duct (lead)
aqua duct
duct
conductor
reduce
productive
derm (skin)
ectodermic
epidermis
dermatologist
dermatitis
ego (I, self)
egocentrism
egotistical
fac (do, make)
manufacture
putrefaction
factory

mega (large)
megalomania
megaphone
megawatt

virtue
vir (virus)
viral
viricide
virulent
vir (green)
virid
virescence
viridity

ocu (eye)
binoculars
monocle
oculist

Suffixes
-ure (act, process)
manufacture
procedure
licensure
censure

ortho (straight, right, true)
orthodontist
orthodox
orthography
orthopedic

-hood (state, condition,
quality)
boyhood
falsehood
brotherhood

poly (many, much)
polygon
polychromatic
polygamy
polyhedron
polytechnic
monopoly

-ic (having the character of,
associated with)
allergic
nostalgic
patriotic

rect (right)
correct
rectify
rectangle
rectitude
direct
the/theo (god)
theocracy
theological
monotheism
urb (city)
urban
urbane
suburb

facsimile
factor

vac (empty)
vacuous
vacate
vacant
vacuum

jud/jur/jus (law)
judiciary
jury
adjudicate

vir (man, strength)
virile
virility

-ify/-if (make of form into)
clarify
magnify
glorify
solidify
-study (study, doctrine)

ethnology
biology
geology
theology

MLA Guidelines - Works Cited
1.
Double space between lines of an entry and also between entries.
2.
Begin the first line of an entry flush with the left margin, and indent lines
that follow five
spaces.
3.
List entries in alphabetical order by the author's last name. If you are listing
more than one work by the same author, alphabetic the words according to
the title. Instead of repeating the author's name, type three hyphens, followed
by a period, then give the title.
4.
Underline the titles of words published independently. Books, plays, long
poems, pamphlets, periodicals and films are all published independently.
5.
If you are citing a book whose title includes the title of another book,
underline the main title but not the other title.
6.
Use quotation marks to indicate titles of short works included in larger
works, song titles, and titles of unpublished works.
7.
Separate the author, title, and publication information with a period followed
by two spaces.
8.
Single space after a colon.
9.
Use lowercase abbreviations to identify parts of a work (for example, vol.
for volume). However, when these designations follow a period, the first
letter should be capitalized.
10. Use the shortened forms for the publisher's name. When the publisher's
name includes the name of a person, cite the last name alone. When the
publisher's name includes the name of more than one person, cite only the
first of these names.
For more information: http://www.easybib.com/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
http://www.aresearchguide.com/12biblio.html
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Analytical Rating Guide
I. IDEAS AND CONTENT
5 Paper:
The paper is clear, focused, and interesting. It holds the reader's
attention. Ideas are fresh and original. Examples enrich the
development.
3 Paper:
The paper is clear and focused. The topic shows promise, even though
development is limited, sketchy or general.
1 Paper:
The paper has no clear purpose or central theme. To get meaning
from the text, the reader must make inferences based on sketchy
details.
II. ORGANIZATION
5 Paper:
The organization enhances and showcases the paper's central idea or
theme. The order, structure, or presentation is compelling and moves
reader through the paper.
3 Paper:
The organization is strong enough to move the reader through paper
without undue confusion.
1 Paper:
The writing lacks a clear sense of direction. Ideas, details, or events
seem strung together in a random, haphazard fashion, or there is no
identifiable internal structure at all.
III. VOICE
5 Paper:
The writer speaks directly to the reader in a way that is
individualistic, expressive, and engaging. The writer is involved,
writing to be read.
3 Paper:
The writer seems sincere but not genuinely involved. Paper is
pleasant, but not compelling.
1 Paper:
The writer seems indifferent, uninvolved or distanced from the topic
and/or the audience. The writing is flat, lifeless, or mechanical. It may
be overly technical or full of jargon.
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IV. WORD CHOICE
5 Paper:
Words convey the intended message in an interesting, precise, and
natural way. The writing is full and rich, yet concise.
3 Paper:
The language is functional, even if it lacks punch; it does get the
message across.
1 Paper:
The writer struggles with a limited vocabulary, searching for words to
convey meaning. Possible problems: vague and abstract language,
redundancy, clichés, jargon, incorrect word use.
V. SENTENCE STRUCTURE
5 Paper:
The writing has an easy flow and rhythm when read aloud. Sentences
are well built, with consistently strong and varied structure.
3 Paper:
The text hums along efficiently for the most part, though it may lack a
certain rhythm or grace. It is more pleasant or businesslike than
musical, more mechanical than fluid.
1 Paper:
The paper is difficult to follow or read aloud. Most sentences tend to
be choppy, incomplete, rambling or awkward; they need work.
VI: WRITING CONVENTIONS
5 Paper:
The writer demonstrates a good grasp of standard writing
conventions: grammar, capitalization, punctuation, usage, spelling,
paragraphing. There are few errors.
3 Paper:
The writer shows reasonable control over a limited range of standard
writing conventions.
1 Paper:
Convention errors repeatedly distract the reader.

Eight Standards for Mathematical Practice
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them
Reason abstractly and quantitatively
Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others
Model with mathematics
Use appropriate tools strategically
Attend to precision
Look for and make use of structure
Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning
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Basic Properties and Facts in Mathematics
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Basic Properties and Facts in Mathematics
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Experimental Write-up Checklist
FINAL DRAFT MUST BE TYPED
Purpose (What you want to achieve in this experiment?)
State purpose or hypothesis. Paraphrase given purpose or hypothesis. Do not copy the given purpose or
Hypothesis directly. This is plagiarism!
Background Information (How do you plan to achieve your purpose?)
* Give a brief sentence or two about the main concept of the lab.
* Write down any relevant information pertaining to the experiment.
Example – constants i.e. melting point, density, etc. Balanced equation(s)
* Safety procedures/factors.
* Answers to pre-lab questions when given.
Material (What will you need to conduct this experiment?)
Equipment
Chemical
Size and type
Amount, Concentration and type
Procedure (What steps will you take to carry out your experiment?)
Each step should be:
1. Numerically listed.
2. Clear and concise sentences.
3. Detailed (should not be less than lab handout or given procedure)
Illustration (How can you clarity the steps in the procedure with one or more diagrams?)
Clearly labeled illustration(s) that will adequately assist another experimenter with the set-up of
The equipment needed for the majority of the procedure.
Data (What did you did and what did you see?)
*All observed and recorded data. Clearly identify each value with units and what it represents.
This should be in a table format.
*All observations for each step of the procedure.
Example – color change, temperature change, gas formation, ppt. formation, and etc.
Data Analysis (What does data mean?)
*Calculations (includes units and significant figures). Show all work.
*Interpretation of observations.
*Answers to post-lab questions when given.
*Graph(s) when required.
Conclusion (Did you achieve the purpose? If so, how? If not, why not?)
*Restate purpose or hypothesis.
*Was the purpose achieved? Or was the hypothesis accepted/rejected? Support it with your
result(s) and data.
Evaluation/Extension
*List all possible sources of error.
*List multiple limitations.
*Suggest improvements.
*Relate experiment to life.
*Suggest further research.
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Neatness/Format
*Did I number my pages?
*Did I underline the title of each section?
*Is my write-up neat in appearance and organization?
*Are my corrections (Procedure substitutions or modifications) placed on top of my origin given value
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PHYSICS EQUATIONS AND CONSTANTS

Displacement:
d = νt (for constant velocity)
d = ½ (νi + νf)t
d = νit + ½ at2
d = ½ (νf + νl)t
uniform acceleration
2
2
d = (νf – νi ) / 2a
Velocity:
ν = Δd / Δt = (df – di) / (tf – ti)
Acceleration:
a = Δv / Δt = (νf – νi) / t

CONSTANTS:
g = –9.80 m/s2
G = 6.7 x 10–11 Nm2/kg2
k = 9.0 x 109 Nm2/C2
Cw = 4180 J/kg K
c = 3.00 x 108 m/s
Vsound = 343 m/s @ 20oC
e– = –1.6 x 10–19 C
me = 9.11 x 10–31 kg
mp = 1.67 x 10–27 kg
MOMENTUM:
p = mν
Δp = mΔν = FΔt
pA + pB = PA + PB

Force:
F = ma
W = mg
Ff = μFΝ
MOTION:

TWO DIMENSIONAL
dx = νxt
dy = νyt + ½ gt2
νx = ν cosθ
νy = ν sinθ

Energy:
KE = ½ mν2
PE = mgh
KEi + PEi = KEf + PEf

UNIVERSAL
GRAVITATION:
Thermal:
Q = mCΔt
Q = mHf
EFFICIENCY:
Q = MHv

Fg = Gmlm2 / d2
WORK, POWER AND
Wk = Fd
Pw = Wk/t
MA = Fr/Fe
IMA = de/dr
eff = MA / IMA x 100
= Wo/Wi

Pressure:
Ps = F/A
Fl/Al = F2/A2
LIGHT:
Intensity:

E = P / (4πd2)

WAVES:
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Index of Refraction: n = c/ν
Snell’s Law:
ni sinθi = nr sinθr
Mirrors and Lenses: l/f = l/do + l/di
m = hi/ho = –di/do
ELECTRICITY:
Coulomb’s: Fe = kqlq2 / d2
Ohm’s Law: V = IR
Power:
Pw = I2R
Series:
Rt = R1 + R2 + R3
Parallel:
l/Rt = 1/Rl + 1/R2 + 1/R3
hypotenuse
E = F/q1
opposite
C = q/ν
Δν = ΔPE/q1
θ
adjacent

ν = λf
T = l/f
TRIGONOMETRY:
sin θ = o/h
cos θ = a/h
tan θ = o/a

Problem-Solving Strategies
Draw a diagram
When to use it: When you need help in visualizing the problem
Drawing a diagram allows you to organize the information in a
spatial manner, which then allows the visual part of your brain
to become more involved in the problem solving process.
Look for a pattern
When to use it: when the problem describes a relationship
Finding a pattern enables you to reduce a complex problem to a
pattern and then use the pattern to derive a solution. Often the key
to finding a pattern is to organize the information.
Work backward
When to use it: When the answer can be arrived at by undoing the
various operations
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Working backwards is a strategy that falls into the broad
context of changing your focus. You need to change your
focus and consider the whole problem in reverse.

Other problem-solving strategies:
Guess and check
Act it out
Make a simpler problem
Make a chart or table
Make a graph
Perform an experiment
Write an equation
SOCIAL STUDIES VOCABULARY AND CONCEPTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Rule of law – law is written so that all persons are guaranteed equal treatment under the law; authority and
decision making cannot be arbitrary
Social Contract – 1.) Man enters into an agreement with his government whereby he gives up some
natural rights for protection (Hobbes); OR 2) Man enters into an agreement with his government so that he
is guaranteed his natural rights (Locke).
Government – the institutions and documents through which public policy is made and carried out
Civil rights – those guarantees of freedoms under a legal system
Natural rights – Man’s guarantees of freedom of life, liberty and property/happiness because he is a
human being
Constitution – a written document that provides the ideals, goals and methods through which public policy
will be created and carried out for an organization, State/Province, or nation state
Federalism – geographic distribution of power
Citizenship – the rights and responsibilities granted to a person born or naturalized to a country (nation
state)
Immigration – moving into one country from another country to live permanently
Emigration – moving from one country to another without the intention to permanently resettle
Migration – moving from place to another
Suffrage – having the political right to vote
Politics – the people, policies, and practices that make and carry out public policy
Political Party – a group of people having similar values and beliefs who work to elect persons to public
office
Democracy – a government of, by and for the “people”
 (direct democracy) – a government where by all “people” may vote on any issue brought forth
 Republic (indirect democracy) – representative voting (only specific persons elected by all
“people” may vote for the “people”)
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16. Dictatorship – one or a few persons maintain all government authority
 (authoritarian, totalitarian)
17. Domestic policy – all policies and practices of government within the boundaries of its respective country
18. Three Branches of government
19. Legislative Branch - the law making body of a government
 Congress – In the US, Congress is made up of 2 groups of elected people: The US Senate, (100
members)
The US House of Representatives (435 members). BOTH groups must vote
favorably for a bill to become a law
 Parliament – In England and other countries, the are usually 2 separate groups like the US.
BOTH groups must vote favorably for a bill to become a law
 Confederacy a loose agreement of friendship and cooperation between 2 or more countries or
States
20. Executive Branch – the law enforcing body of a government
 Presidency and Administration – in the US, the highest elective office; a president and the
bureaucracy of his administration guarantee all domestic and foreign policy is effectively carried
out for the good of the US
 Prime Minister – Title given to the highest elective office in other countries; functions like a US
president
21. Judicial Branch (judiciary) – the law interpreting body of a government including the courts, judges and
legal profession
22. Judicial Review – the ability of a court system to overturn the acts of a congress or those of a president as
unconstitutional
 Supreme Court – the highest court of a country (In the US, the US Supreme Court is the court of
last resort)
 Appellate Courts – any court where a prior decision may be reviewed/appealed for further
interpretation
 District Courts – the first courts to hear and adjudicate a legal dispute; a jury usually renders a
decision
23. Limited Government – a government may only do what its people allow/say it can do
24. Checks and Balances – In the US, the 3 branches of government monitor and
25. Separation of Powers – in the US, governmental authority is divided among 3 equal branches
26. Sovereignty – final authority to make binding decisions within a specified territory
 Popular sovereignty – a person has final authority to make binding decisions for oneself
 State sovereignty – a State or province has the final authority to make binding decisions for
residents of that State
 Nation state sovereignty – a country has the final authority to make binding decisions for the
residents of that country
27. Theocracy – a government where the religious leaders of a country control the public policies of the nation
state as well
28. Polytheism – a religion having many gods
29. Monotheism – a religion having only one god
30. Amendment – to officially/legally change the words of a binding document
31. Ratification – a process that permits the acceptance of a change for public policy
32. Renaissance – a rebirth of cultural characteristics, works, beliefs and/or values
33. Foreign Policy – all of those policies and practices of a government that deal with issues outside of their
own borders
34. Militarism – a government grows its military strength and capacity to conquer new areas for territory or
resources
35. Nationalism – people of a nation work to guarantee that only people with like religious, political, social
and physical characteristics may live in their country
36. Colonialism/colonization – a strong nation overtakes parts or all of another area to acquire greater,
resources, wealth or prestige by establishing small communities in the new area
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37. Imperialism – a strong nation acquires resources and greater wealth by taking over smaller nation states by
force and then forcing native populations to provide necessary labor for the imperialist country
38. Expansionism – nations establish political/economic control beyond their borders
39. Isolationism/neutrality 40. Alliances/Confederations
41. Pushback/Backlash
42. Revolution
43. Reform
44. Ripple Effect –the consequences/effects of a single decision move outwardly in many directions
45. Geography – the study of environments made up of persons, places, and things that interact through
movement, cultural diffusion, the physical world, and political events
46. Sociology- the study of behaviors of groups of people and their interactions
47. Psychology –the study of individual behaviors among human beings
48. Primary Source – a creator of a work observes first-hand the actions of an event or situation and reports
his/her story
49. Secondary Source – a creator of a work uses other’s first hand observations and conclusions to tell the
story
50. Source Citation – properly giving credit to the creator or an idea or work
51. Scarcity – unlimited wants with limited resources
52. Opportunity Cost – the cost of giving up one’s second choice to get the first choice of goods and services
53. Production Possibilities Curve – a model showing how opportunity cost changes with different
thinking/priorities
54. Circular Flow Model of Productivity – a model showing how government, consumers and business
interact
55. Budget deficit/budget surplus – budget deficit – money spent beyond the budget; budget surplus – money
left over after the bills are paid
56. Economic Systems – how a country decides to acquire, produce, and distribute a country’s scarce
resources
 Capitalism – Market system- Adam Smith 5 Characteristics of capitalism –profit motive, competition, private property, free enterprise,
entrepreneurship
 Command – Socialism – Communism
 Traditional – Bargaining
57. Laissez-faire capitalism- “French – to do nothing”) a government takes a “hands-off” approach to the
affairs between business and consumers
58. Keynesian Capitalism “English economist) – government must take an active role to keep supply and
demand between business and consumers balanced and affordable
59. Savings – putting money or wealth into a protected place for safe-keeping and to acquire more wealth
60. Investment – putting money or wealth into stocks, bonds, or other equity or risk aversion places to acquire
more wealth
61. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – the total amount of all goods and services produced in one country in
one year
62. Tariffs/quotas – a tax placed on a foreign product being imported into a country. (Quota – only a fixed
number of goods may be imported into a country
63. Imported product – buying a foreign product from one country and bringing it into another country
64. Exported product – selling a product from one country to another country
65. Supply – goods and services offered by business at prices consumers will pay
66. Demand – goods and services consumers will pay for
67. Recession/Depression –recession - the GDP of a place declines for 2 consecutive quarters; the GDP of a
place declines for 4 consecutive quarters
68. National Debt – the money owed by one country at a specific time
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